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ABSTRACT
Artificial intelligence, and specifically deep neural networks (DNNs),
has rapidly emerged in the past decade as the standard for several
tasks from specific advertising to object detection. The performance
offered has led DNN algorithms to become a part of critical embed-
ded systems, requiring both efficiency and reliability. In particular,
DNNs are subject to malicious examples designed in a way to fool
the network while being undetectable to the human observer: the
adversarial examples. While previous studies propose frameworks
to implement such attacks in black box settings, those often rely
on the hypothesis that the attacker has access to the logits of the
neural network, breaking the assumption of the traditional black
box. In this paper, we investigate a real black box scenario where
the attacker has no access to the logits. In particular, we propose an
architecture-agnostic attack which solve this constraint by extract-
ing the logits. Our method combines hardware and software attacks,
by performing a side-channel attack that exploits electromagnetic
leakages to extract the logits for a given input, allowing an attacker
to estimate the gradients and produce state-of-the-art adversarial
examples to fool the targeted neural network.Through this example
of adversarial attack, we demonstrate the effectiveness of logits
extraction using side-channel as a first step for more general attack
frameworks requiring either the logits or the confidence scores.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Side-channel analysis and counter-
measures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For the past ten years, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have im-
proved the automation level in many tasks from image generation
[23] to object detection for autonomous driving [49], and Deep
Learning (DL) tools are more and more considered by developers.
With the parallel efforts provided by dedicated hardware designers
to make DNNs affordable resource-wise [52], it is not surprising
that DL is now thriving in the embedded systems world. Such sys-
tems are often used in critical environments [3, 5], making it vital
to be able to assert proof of security and reliability. However, DNNs
bring both new targets and new threats, thus challenging these re-
quirements. For instance, a typical DNN model necessitates a large
amount of data and computational time to train and fine tune the
model, making it a valuable intellectual property (IP) for the owner
and a potential target for an attacker. Researches in the security
of DNNs have brought to light vulnerabilities both in the physical
implementation of these models (hardware level) and in the design
of the algorithm (software level).

Those vulnerabilities can be mainly decomposed into three sce-
narios. First, model extraction attacks aim at stealing the trainable
parameters (e.g., weights) or the hyperparameters of the model (e.g.,
neural network architecture) in order to create a clone, compro-
mising the IP. Tramèr et al. [54] demonstrated the potential of this
attack method by taking advantage of prediction APIs in order to
copy a small DNN. In [6], Batina et al. proposed a hardware attack
scenario based on side-channel attacks, in order to steal the IP and
the inputs of a targeted embedded model. The practicability of the
latter scenario has nevertheless been questioned when an attacker
has to deal with real-world and complex DNN implementations
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[34]. A second key consideration for the IP comes from the pri-
vacy of the input data during training and inference time. Model
inversion attacks are designed to predict the inputs of the model,
breaking the potential confidentiality of the input data. In their
study, Fredriskon et al. [21] proved that one could learn sensitive
genomic information from the patients, necessitating only the con-
fidence scores of the model. Finally, security flaw in DNNs enables
an opponent to disrupt the model during inference. This can be
achieved by poisoning the data during training to misclassify or
create backdoor during inference, as Yue et al. have shown [57].
This kind of weakness has also been exploited following a hard-
ware attack strategy, namely, fault injection attack. In [39], Liu et
al. inject faults via laser emission to successfully change the out-
put of the embedded network causing a misclassification. But, this
strategy can also be done by perturbing the inference data in an
imperceptible way to the human observer but such as it fools the
network. This scenario is known as evasion or adversarial attacks.

The generation of adversarial examples has been an active re-
search field since its formulation for DL framework in 2013 by
Szegedy et al. [53]. Since then, several methods, separated by the
threat model of the attacker, have emerged. On one end of the spec-
trum, the attacker is supposed to have full knowledge of the DNN
model and its implementation, this is the white box assumption.
In this scenario, several attacks based on optimization problems
perform well and allow an attacker to fool the model. Some of
the most impactful methods are FGSM [24], JSMA [46] and C&W
[14] attack. On the other end of the spectrum, the attacker is sup-
posed to have no previous knowledge of the DNN model, this is
the black box assumption. In this case, an attacker, referred as Eve
in the rest of this work, can only interact with the DNN model in
order to capture the predictions it provides. Therefore, she cannot
generate adversarial examples by optimization, as the parameters
of the model are unknown. A popular solution is to train, using
the targeted model as an oracle, a substitute model [29] with the
goal of copying the original. This DNN will allow the attacker to
work in a white box setting and use the previously mentioned at-
tack frameworks. We argue that this method is far less practical,
as it offers lower transfer rate, necessitates higher distortion rate,
or both [16]. A lower transfer rate will defeat the purpose of the
substitute network by making it useless, and higher distortion will
make the examples more noticeable contradicting with their def-
inition and purpose. The performance might also be impacted by
hyperparameters, such as the architecture, of the substitute model,
increasing the complexity of the overall attack. Those issues have
led researchers to improve the attack by adding assumption to the
black box scenario. In particular, having access to the logits or the
probability vector is one strong hypothesis that is commonly made
in several frameworks [16, 55]. While generation of more powerful
adversarial examples is made possible with this assumption, it is
far from a practical one. Indeed, one developer can only return the
predicted value without providing any access to the logits or the
probability distribution. If so, the attacker can thus no longer use
these methods.

Contributions: To solve the black box constraint, we propose a
new attack framework, targeting embedded DL systems and com-
bining software and hardware attacks. Ourmethod exploits physical
side-channel leakages to perform template attacks [15] and deep
learning-based side-channel attacks (DLSCA) [12, 41] to extract
the value of the logits vector by targeting the operations during
the computation of the softmax layer. Since this layer is used to
transform, independently from the previous ones, the logits into
probabilities, our attack is free from any restricting assumption
on the architecture. Added to the fact that the softmax function
is commonly accepted as a standard for the majority of multiclass
classifier, it is an ideal target. The key idea of our contribution is
to add another step to state-of-the-art evasion attacks [16, 55] to
produce a generic methodology that allows an attacker to gener-
ate adversarial examples in a black box setting, i.e., without prior
knowledge on the DNN parameters, including the logits or the
probability vector. Our main contributions are:

• We introduce a new generic attack scenario which extracts
the logits from an embedded DL system. Based on this strat-
egy, an attacker takes advantage of side-channel attacks to
improve the practicability of state-of-the-art black box ad-
versarial attacks.

• We demonstrate the success of our work and its complemen-
tarity with state-of-the-art attacks by designing an end-to-
end methodology to build powerful adversarial examples by
solving the optimization problem proposed by Carlini and
Wagner [14], via logits extraction and zeroth order optimiza-
tion.

• To prove the practicability of our contribution, we imple-
mented a real case scenario on a microcontroller and vali-
dated our strategy on a 8-bit quantizedDNNusingNNOM [40].
This experimental setup illustrates the benefits of side-channel
attacks to mitigate a black-box scenario.

Although this paper focus on the generation of adversarial ex-
amples using the ZOO framework, we would like to emphasize that
the logit extraction presented here is specific neither to this task
(evasion attack), nor to this framework (ZOO). For example, both
model extraction methods proposed in [50] and in [33] need access
to the logit vectors to efficiently steal the model’s parameters. With
our methodology, an attacker could conduct side-channel attacks
to extract the logits in a black-box settings before the application
of the methods described in [50] and [33]. In other words, the main
purpose of this contribution, is to demonstrate the suitability of
hardware attacks in making software attacks more practicable un-
der the black-box context by introducing a method to remove a
previous assumption, i.e., the access to the logits.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the no-
tations and the background needed through this study. We then
describe the principle of our attack (i.e., extraction of the logits)
and our end-to-end methodology in Section 3. Finally, we introduce
our experimental setup and evaluate our methodology in Section 4
before to conclude in Section 5.
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2 BACKGROUND
In this section we introduce the necessary background for the
comprehension of this paper. We first briefly present deep neural
network and quantization. We then describe the two approaches
that we will use in our framework: adversarial examples and side-
channel attacks.

2.1 Notation
Let calligraphic letters X denote sets, the corresponding capital
letters - (resp. bold capital letters) denote random variables (resp.
random vectors T) and the lowercases G (resp. t) denote their re-
alizations. We will use the following notation T[8] to describe the
8-th elements of a vector T. Throughout this paper, the function
modeled by a DNN is denoted as 5 : X → Y and it characterizes
its ability to classify a data - ∈ X (e.g., an image) over a set of
|Y| classes. The logits, also known as confidence scores, used to
perform this classification will be defined by / . To ease the identifi-
cation of adversarial examples (resp. quantized data), the notation
- ∗ (resp. -̃ ) will be considered. Finally, the probability of observing
an event - is denoted by Pr[- ], such that a conditional probability
of observing an event - knowing an event . is denoted Pr[- |. ].

2.2 Deep Neural Networks
Machine Learning uses statistical tool and optimization algorithms
[22] to approximate a function which performs a classification or
a regression task. In this paper, a particular focus is brought to
the classification task. In this setting, a deep neural network is
designed to approximate a function 5 : X → Y which assigns
a unique label ~ ∈ Y to a data G ∈ X. To approximate a func-
tion 5 which correctly classifies each input, a set of labeled data
{(G1, ~1), (G2, ~2), . . . , (G=, ~=)} ∈ (X × Y)= is provided in order to
monitor its configuration via a loss function and backpropagation.
This process is known as supervised learning, the interested readers
may refer to [22] to get further details on the training process of
a DNN. To design the function 5 , a parametric approach which
approximates linear and non-linear function is used. One solution
consists in using a neural network, which is defined as the repetition
of a base unit, the neuron, stacked by layers, forming a combination
of simple functions. An example of the most simple architecture is
provided in Figure 1. It is characterized by a set of fully-connected
layers, which corresponds to the multi-layer perceptron (MLP). In
particular, a neural network is composed by an input layer (i.e.,
the identity over the input data), an output layer (i.e., the function
which computes the probability vector), and a set of hidden layers
(i.e., the functions which map the input data to a given class in Y).

Once the function 5 is correctly designed, the purpose is to
select among the possible output classes the most likely class ~
among the possible outputs included inY. To do so, the last layer is
represented by a vector of confidence scores associated with each
of the possible class. One way to normalize the confidence scores is
to perform a softmax function in order to approximate a probability
distribution Pr[. |- = G]. Therefore, the decision-making of the
DNN does not only provide the most likely candidate to solve
the classification problem, but also the a posteriori probability of
the remaining |Y| − 1 other classes. This softmax function can be

Figure 1: Example of an MLP neural network.

computed such that B (Z[8]) = 4Z[8 ]∑|Y|
9=1 4

Z[ 9 ] where / [8] denotes the

score related to the 8-th class.

2.3 Quantization
As mentioned in the previous section, DNN models require to keep
in memory large amount of data, from weight to intermediate val-
ues computed during the inference stage, such as activation value,
which can be challenging in resource-constrained environments.
One of the most common solution is quantization, which consists in
using low precision arithmetic for the model’s data. Quantization
reduces the number of accesses to the off-chip memory and, as
such, the overall power consumption is reduced [25]. Two main
methodologies for quantization have emerged: Quantization Aware
Training (QAT) and Post Training Quantization (PTQ). The first
performs the training of the network while taking into account the
quantization of the parameters and the latter quantizes the weights
once the network is trained. While numerous complementary adap-
tation to DL algorithms have been proposed recently [19, 27, 28],
in this paper, we focus on the PTQ solution.

2.4 Adversarial Examples
Evasion attack is a type of attack, where a malicious user tries to
craft specific inputs such as they are not recognized correctly by the
model while appearing normal to a human observer.These modified
inputs are referred to as adversarial examples. Their generation is
made by adding imperceptible perturbations (e.g., noise) to the
original data in order to force a prediction to a (specific) wrong
class.

Definition 1 (Adversarial examples [9]). Given a neural net-
work defined by a function 5 : X → Y, let - ∈ X be the original
input, (~,~′) ∈ {1, . . . , |Y|}2 the expected label and the targeted ad-
versarial class, then an adversarial example is defined as X∗ = X + n

with

n = argmin
n

| |n | |? ,

B .C 5 (X∗) = ~′ (targeted attack),

B .C 5 (X∗) ≠ ~ (untargeted attack),

where | |n | |? is the ;? norm.
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The generation of adversarial examples is often limited by the
level of previous knowledge on the neural network, and in the case
where a malicious user has full knowledge over the target, it can
be seen as an optimization problem [14, 53].

Carlini and Wagner l2 attack (C&Wl2). In [14], the authors tested
several objective functions and selected the following formulation
for the optimisation problem. Given an objective function 6>1 9 , an
input X of dimension = and X∗ the targeted adversarial example
and ~′ the adversarial class:

minimize ‖X∗ − X‖22 + 2 × 6>1 9 (X∗, ~′),
s.t X∗ ∈ [0, 1]=,

Given an hyperparameter : set to 0 in our tests, as suggested by
Carlini and Wagner [16], the best objective function make use of
the logit vector Z ∈ R |Y−1 | and is given by

6>1 9 (X, ~′) = max(max
8≠~′

(Z(X) [8]) − (Z(X) [~′]),−:).

Their framework is still considered to produce state-of-the-art
results in a white box setting [16], but as such requires full knowl-
edge over the target which is not always a practical solution. On
the other hand, in a complete black box setting where the attacker
has no knowledge of the DNN parameters, the generated examples
are weaker, meaning that they require bigger (and thus more notice-
able) transformation of the inputs to produce the same perturbation
in the output [16]. Studies have therefore tried to reduce the gap
between the white box generated adversarial examples and the
black box ones by using their ability to transfer from one model
to another. In this scenario, the malicious user would perform the
generation on a substitute model in the white box paradigm, and
rely on the possibility of a transfer. Another strategy has been to
increase the knowledge of the attacker, by allowing her to have
access to the logit or the probability vector of the model, an estima-
tion of the gradient can be made, and it is then possible to generate
a white box-like adversarial example.

Zeroth Order Optimization (ZOO). Chen et al. [16] adapted the
loss function from the C&Wl2 attack to use the probability vector
F instead of the logits. In their method, the objective function to
minimize becomes

6>1 9 (X, ~′) = max(max
8≠~′

(log F(X)) [8] − log(F(X)) [~′],−:) .

They also used finite difference as a proxy for the gradients obtained
via backpropagation in a white box settings. Given a scalar ℎ ∈ R
and a unit vector E ∈ R= :

m5

mX8
≈ 5 (X + ℎE[8]) − 5 (X − ℎE[8])

2ℎ

Another similar framework is the SPSA attack [55], which makes
direct use of the logits to approximate the gradient also via finite
difference. Both methods were designed on full-precision network.
However, in the context of embedded systems, recent researches
have investigated the possibility to use them on quantized neural
networks [9]. Quantization, especially quantization of the activa-
tion values, can deteriorate the generation of adversarial exam-
ples by rounding the original and the crafted inputs into the same
quantization bucket. In their study, the authors investigate several
frameworks to test their capacity to perform following different

metrics [9]. Their results show that quantization is not by itself a
defence against adversarial examples and that all generation frame-
works do not react in the same way to quantization.

2.5 Side-Channel Attacks
Historically, side-channel analysis (SCA) is a class of cryptographic
attack in which an attacker tries to exploit the vulnerabilities of
the implementation of a real-word crypto-system for key recovery
by analyzing its physical characteristics via side-channel traces,
like power consumption or electromagnetic emissions. During the
execution of an algorithm into a crypto-system, side-channel traces
record the intermediate variable being processed. In [6], Batina et al.
were among the first to transpose this attack to the DNN paradigm
by targeting the architecture and the parameters of the model with
a Simple Power Attack (SPA) and a Correlation Electromagnetic
Attack (CEMA). During these, the opponent targets a specific crit-
ical variable (e.g., the weights of the DNN) and use a statistical
distinguisher to extract it.

Proposition 1 (Optimal distinguisher [26]). The optimal dis-
tinguisher Dopt in SCA context is defined by Dopt (X, . ) = Pr[X|. ].

In other words, the conditional probability mass function (pmf )
is the best model we can build in the SCA context. However, such
probability remains unknown for the attacker.Therefore, an approx-
imation of such unknown conditional pmf is required. To conduct
such approximation, the best solution is to perform a profiled attack.
In this scenario, it is assumed that the attacker has an access to a
copy of the victim’s device with a full knowledge to the targeted
component.

Definition 2 (Targeted Device). In the context of profiled at-
tack, the targeted device D∗ corresponds to a system implementing
an insecure function on a specific hardware for which the attacker
has a model allowing her to infer information on sensitive variables.

Definition 3 (Open Device). Given a target device D∗, an open
deviceD refers to a copy of the targeted device where the attacker has
access to both the physical traces X? = {x1, . . . , x#?

} and the corre-
sponding labels Y? = {y1, . . . , y#?

} to build a sub-optimal solution
to Proposition 1.

This kind of attacks is performed in two phases, i.e., profiling
and exploitation phases:

(1) In the profiling phase, the attacker gathers leakage infor-
mation from an open copy D of the target device D∗, em-
bedding the AI, to extract a sensitive intermediate variable
~. For this purpose, a set of #? profiling physical traces
X? = {x1, . . . , x#?

} are collected encompassing time sam-
ples related to the manipulation of . . Then, an estimation of
multivariate class-conditional probability distributions of X
is computed (Pr[X|. = ~])) over all classes ~ ∈ Y.

(2) In the exploitation phase, the attacker gathers leakage in-
formation from the target device D∗, embedding the AI,
focusing on the identical, but now unknown, class ~. Con-
sidering the adversary has the set of probability distribu-
tion estimations at disposal (precomputed during profiling
phase), the attack is mounted against a set of #0 exploitation
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traces X0 = {x1, . . . , x#0
}. This attack is based on maxi-

mum a posteriori (MAP) rule by estimating likelihood over
all classes inY. Then, by looking at the most likely candidate
via maximization, i.e., argmax

~∈Y

∑#0

8=1 log(Pr[X = x8 |. = ~]),

an estimation is made on the correct class~. For computation
stability, one usually computes log-likehood.

To find a sub-optimal solution to Proposition 1, two approaches
can be considered namely, template attacks [15] or DLSCA [12, 41].
Whereas the template attacks approximate the unknown condi-
tional pmf Pr[X|. ], the DLSCA uses supervised learning to esti-
mate the unknown conditional pmf Pr[. |X]. Even if both solutions
are equivalent up to a constant in SCA1, some benefits and limita-
tions can be expressed for each method.

Template attacks. Therefore, to approximate the unknown condi-
tional pmf Pr[X|. ], the profiling phase consists in estimating the
mean vector -~ and the covariance matrix Σ~ for each class ~ ∈ Y
from a set X? of profiling physical traces. Then, the sub-optimal
solution of Proposition 1 is defined by a Gaussian probability den-
sity function (pdf ) with parameters -~ and Σ~ . However, the huge
dimensionality2 of X can sometimes make the estimation of Propo-
sition 1 a complex task. Therefore, a popular solution consists in
selecting a small portion of the physical traces based on some sta-
tistical tests [18] (e.g. SNR [42], difference of means [15], T-Test
[7]) or dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g. PCA [4], LDA [17],
KDA [13]). In this paper, only the SNR metric will be considered for
selecting a small portion of the physical traces. Another limitation
of the template attacks relies on the Gaussian assumption. Indeed,
when the underlying Gaussian assumption does not hold, estimat-
ing Pr[X|. ] is known to be hard in practice [11]. This has led the
side-channel community to find alternatives based on Machine
Learning techniques.

Deep learning-based side-channel attacks (DLSCA). Over the past
few years, deep learning approaches have been investigated in
the SCA context to mitigate the impact of some countermeasures,
namely desychronization [12, 43] and masking [8, 41]. Similarly to
the template attacks, two phases are required. First, the profiling
phase is applied to approximate the true unknown conditional
probability Pr[. |X] by following the strategy detailed in Section
2.2. Indeed, a DNN is designed by the attacker to select a function
5 which maps a physical trace to a sensitive variable ~ ∈ Y. The
structure-agnostic property of theMLP is one of its main advantages.
Indeed, to consider it, no particular assumption has to be made on
the data structure. In a side-channel context, this is beneficial to
automatically find a function which is not limited to the Gaussian
assumption.

1In the SCA context, if. is uniformly distributed over Y, Pr[X |. ] = Pr[. |X] ·Pr[X]
Pr[. ] =

n · Pr[. |X] where n does not depend on . .
2In real-world use-case, the dimensionality of physical traces can easily exceed 107 .

3 SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACKS MAKE
ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES MORE
PRACTICABLE

This section introduces a new black-box attack scenario against
embedded neural networks. It takes advantage of hardware side-
channel attacks to demonstrate the ability of an attacker to extract
sensitive information (i.e., logits) which are usually considered as
known. As this assumption is usually not practicable, a new con-
tribution must be introduced to extract those logits. This section
demonstrates the synergy between hardware and software attacks
to defeat the security of an embedded neural network. Section 3.1
describes the attack strategy by introducing our contribution, as
well as which threat models can be considered in such scenario.
Finally, Section 3.2 details our contribution through the identifica-
tion of the attack path, and the practical recommendations that are
needed to perform it.

3.1 Methodology
Our contribution provides an independent method to break free
from assumption traditionally restricting the state-of-the-art frame-
works for black box generation of adversarial examples. For exam-
ple, two widely adopted solutions, namely ZOO [16] and SPSA [55]
attacks, require access to the logits or the probability vector, while
being under the assumption of the black box. Following the black
box definition of this paper, such strategy could not be conducted
by any attacker as she would only have access to the predicted
label included in Y. Therefore, the requirements of ZOO [16] and
SPSA [55] are not fulfilled. In this context, our contribution takes
advantage of hardware attacks to complete state-of-the-art adver-
sarial example generation, and provides an access to the logits and
the probability vector in a black box context. This forms an overall
assumption-free attack (e.g., no previous knowledge on the DNN’s
hyparemters or parameters is required, nor access to the logits,
confidence scores or even output label).

The first step of our attack is to design a sub-optimal solution of
Proposition 1; this is a crucial step that needs an access to the copy
of the targeted device. As explained, in Definition 3, D enables
the malicious user to create a statistical distinguisher, which will
be used to attack the softmax function of the targeted device D∗

running the neural network.This corresponds to the profiling phase.
The process, illustrated in Figure 2a, can be detailed as follows:

• (1) A set of random input data, for which the logits are known,
are sent to the embedded neural network for prediction;

• (2) During prediction, the attacker captures the related side-
channel traces which contain information on the manipu-
lated logits;

• (3) The attacker creates a sub-optimal solution of Proposition
1 (e.g., template, DLSCA) to characterize the leakage model
related to the logits’ manipulation.

These steps require a strong assumption that we will detail in Sec-
tion 4.1. Once this step is performed, our global attack methodology
can be illustrated as in Figure 2. It follows the same general steps
as a classical ZOO or SPSA attack by querying the network with an
input and transforming progressively the image until an adversarial
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(a) Profiling phase (b) Attack phase

Figure 2: Schematic description of the profiling and attack
phases of our attack.

example is created as described in Section 2.4. This is an iterative
process with one iteration being composed of the following steps:

• (1) One data is sent = times to the embedded neural network
for prediction;

• (2) Meanwhile, the attacker captures the = corresponding
side-channel traces containing information related to the
manipulated logits;

• (3) The attacker performs the logit extraction attack using a
sub-optimal solution to Proposition 1, e.g., templates or DNN
models (see Section 2.5), and the newly captured attack traces.
Then, the extracted logits are provided to the adversarial
example methods;

• (4) Using a gradient free method (e.g., ZOO, SPSA), the at-
tacker estimates the perturbation to add to the inputs in
order to create a successful adversarial example that will
fool the embedded neural network.

Since a single iteration is usually not sufficient to construct a
successful adversarial example, steps (1) to (4) are repeated until the
perturbation causes a misclassification from the network (i.e., step
(5) in Figure 2) or until the generation framework stops. Therefore,
if we denote<adv as the maximum number of iterations to create an
adversarial example and= themaximumnumber of traces necessary
to successfully extract the logits, the global complexity � of the
attack can be written as

� = O(= ·<adv) . (1)

In comparison with gradient free optimization methods, the
overall attack complexity is multiplied by the number of attack
traces that are needed to retrieve the logits. But it is an overall
improvement, as it allows attackers to perform an end-to-end black
box attack. However, as shown in Equation 1, the practicability of
the attack scenario highly depends on the ability of the side-channel
attack (i.e., template attacks, DLSCA) to extract the logits.

3.2 General Observation
Logits extraction. As mentioned in the previous section, the main

idea in our attack consists in retrieving the logits manipulated by
the embedded neural network through the use of side-channel at-
tacks. In particular, the targeted operations induced in a layer, or in
an activation function, (as illustrated in Section 2.2) should probably
leak information on the logits. Since the softmax function is com-
puted to approximate the probability distribution Pr[. |- = G] from
the logits, it is a natural target from a side-channel perspective to
extract information related to these sensitive variables. In addition,

as side-channel attacks are still new to DL framework, no coun-
termeasures are implemented to protect the device against these
threats. As our attack is independent from the architecture, since
we target a natural and frequently used function, namely softmax,
the proposed methodology can be applied to all neural network
architectures which solve a classification task. Indeed, extracting
the logits from the softmax is beneficial to perform gradient-free
generation frameworks proposed in the state of the art.

A natural distribution difficulty. As stated in Section 2.5, template
attack and DLSCA can be considered to extract the correspond-
ing logits in a profiled scenario. However, for an unbiased SCA,
the profiling phase must be conducted with the logits uniformly
distributed over Y. The under-representation of certain logits will
lead to poor estimation of the distribution parameters (i.e., the pair
(-~, Σ~) for template attack, and the weights for DLSCA) leading
to a deterioration of the attack performance. This issue is especially
true when targeting the logits of a DNN. Indeed, the purpose of the
embedded neural network is to select an output among the possible
classes in Y, as such the DNN is trained to maximize one value
in the logits vector and keep the other ones as low as possible. It
is then likely that, for a given model, the distribution of the logits
will be over-represented for the lower values of the output range
and under-represented in the higher part. An example of class dis-
tributions is provided in Figure 3a. The logits, in this example, are
represented using 8-bit signed integers, as such the values over
127 correspond to negative logits. We can then observe that the
distribution follows the pattern of over and under-representation
of classes that we previously described. If the adversary targets
an open-source DL framework (e.g., PyTorch [47], Tensorflow [1],
FINN [56], NNOM [40]), the source code can be modified in order
to force the uniform distribution of the logits during the profiling
phase. Because most of the embedded neural networks are gener-
ated from open-source DL frameworks, the attacker can naturally
have an access to the source code.Then, the attacker canmodify this
code on the open device D to mitigate this issue, as illustrated in
Figure 3b. Added to the fact that our attack is architecture-agnostic,
this allows the malicious user to build an unbiased SCA which can
be applied on all the targeted embedded devices D∗ using the same
open source DL framework as in D.

This strategy has been considered in this paper and the following
section proposes to experimentally validate this new attack strategy.

(a) Non-uniform distribution (b) Uniform distribution

Figure 3: Example of the distribution of logits on a real use-
case over a set of 10000 samples.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply our methodology on an neural network
implemented in a microcontroller. First, we define the threat model
that we consider.Then, Section 4.2 describes the experimental setup,
while Section 4.3 details the security flaw exploited in this paper.
Finally, Section 4.4 (resp. Section 4.5) evaluates the practicability of
the logits extraction (resp. the end-to-end attack scenario).

4.1 Threat Model
Scenario. In this study we contextualize the threat model we

consider in this paper. Following Section 3, the primary goal of the
attackers is to extract the logits from the embedded neural network
by performing side-channel attacks. In this paper, our strategy is
based on profiling attack scenario, namely template attacks and
DLSCA. As mentioned in Section 2.5, such scenario suggests that
the attacker has a physical access to a copy of the targeted device.
This threat considers attackers who obtain the same hardware ref-
erence D as the targeted device D∗ on the market. As it is assumed
that the DL framework used to embed the DNN model on the tar-
geted device is known, the attacker can build its own model on D
in order to extract the logits from D∗. Indeed, as the attack sce-
nario introduced in Section 3 is architecture-independent (i.e., the
softmax function is targeted), the knowledge of the DNN structure
D∗ is not required. Consequently, the attacker can easily construct
its own copy on D of the targeted function embedded in D∗ to
satisfy the requirements of the profiling attack scenario. Once this
profiling phase has been performed on D, the attacker can extract
the logits from the targeted device D∗. Therefore, this threat model
is considered at inference stage. In other words, the targeted em-
bedded neural network has already been trained and deployed. For
example, this threat considers attackers who come from the DNN
accelerator design team, or as insiders in the companies hosting
DNN infrastructure so that they are capable to get a physical access
to the device.

Capability. To conduct such scenario, it is assumed that the at-
tacker has knowledge on the DL framework embedded into the
targeted system. Knowing the reference of the targeted hardware de-
vice, the adversary can modify the source code of the DL framework
to mitigate the issues introduced in Section 3.2. This assumption is
in accordance with the scenario previously introduced. Secondly,
attackers can acquire power consumption or electromagnetic em-
anation traces of the targeted embedded neural network in high
resolution through the use of an oscilloscope. This assumption is in
accordance with the scenario previously introduced. As the attack
strategy targets a function of the DL framework that is indepen-
dent of the underlying neural network architecture (e.g., softmax
function), no prerequisite on the DNN structure is needed.

4.2 Experimental Setup
Hardware implementation. We validate our contribution by tar-

geting an ARMCortex-M7microcontroler unit (MCU) on an STM32-
F767 board running at a frequency of 216 MHz. This board incorpo-
rates 2 Mbytes of flash memory and 512 Kbytes of SRAM, which
is enough to mount quantized models on the board. We choose

Figure 4: Experimental setup.

to target a classifier based on the denseNet [30] architecture, in-
cluding a softmax as the last layer. The model was trained on the
MNIST dataset with the Adam optimizer, and using Tensorflow
[2] for development. MNIST is a dataset for image recognition on
handwritten digits composed of 60, 000 training data and 10, 000
test images [38].This dataset considers 10 classes. As a consequence,
10 logits must be extracted to validate the methodology introduced
in Section 3. In the context of embedded system, we choose to use
quantization to reduce the impact on the resources. The inputs,
weights, and activation values of the model are quantized to 8 bits,
using deterministic PTQ. NNOM, an open-source framework, was
used to facilitate the incorporation on the MCU [40]. NNOM trans-
lates the model from a Tensorflow object to a C project, which
can then be directly build and run on the board. The generated
project was compiled without optimisation from the compiler. We
decided to only test on the NNOM framework but we expect our
attack methodology to translate to other frameworks, as any unpro-
tected manipulation of the logits in the assembly code will induce
side channel leaks. We leave evaluation of other frameworks and
hardware implementations for future work.

Practical setup. A probe from Langer (EMV-Technik RF-U 2,5
with a frequency range going from 30MHz up to 3GHz) is connected
to an amplifier (ZLF-2000G+) to capture the electromagnetic (EM)
side-channel leakages. To acquire the EM signal, a Lecroy oscillo-
scope (2.5 GHz WaveRunner 625Zi) is used in our setup. To ease the
leakage exploitation, a trigger surrounding the targeted function
(i.e., local_softmax_q7() from NNOM) has been added. As the
softmax computation is distinguishable from the other patterns,
the configuration of the trigger is not considered difficult. A quick
overview of our experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 4.

To get a better insight on our contribution, 10 independent at-
tacks are performed and the success rate metric is provided to
identify the number of attack traces that are required to success-
fully retrieve each logit. As a reminder, the success rate metric
defines the probability that an attack succeeds in recovering the
true logit amongst all hypotheses in Y.

Logits distribution. Following the recommendations provided
in Section 3.2, we evaluated the distribution of the logits on the
trained embedded neural network. As expected, a non-uniform
distribution is observed (see Figure 3a). To solve this issue, we
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Logit 0 Logit 1 Logit 2 Logit 3 Logit 4 Logit 5 Logit 6 Logit 7 Logit 8 Logit 9
Maximum SNR value 2.3 · 10−1 2.2 · 10−1 5.0 · 10−2 3.5 · 10−2 2.0 · 10−2 2.0 · 10−2 1.5 · 10−2 1.5 · 10−2 1.6 · 10−2 1.0 · 10−1

SNR threshold 5.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3 8.0 · 10−3 8.0 · 10−3 8.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3 3.5 · 10−3 3.5 · 10−3 3.5 · 10−3
Dimension of reduced traces 6, 514 8, 840 1, 654 1, 302 774 2, 866 2, 223 5, 813 6, 186 6, 299

Table 1: Preprocessing on the EM traces depending on the obtained SNR value.

Listing (1) Part of the
local_softmax_q7
implementation in
NNOM.

1 /* Base is
initialized
to (int16_t)
-257 */

2 /* We first
search for
the maximum
*/

3 for (i = 0; i
< dim_vec; i
++)

4 {
5 if (vec_in

[i] > base)
6 {
7 base =

vec_in[i];
8 }
9 }

Listing (2) Assembly code of line 5
from Listing (1).

1 ; if (vec_in[i] > base)
2 ldr r3, [r7, #32] ; Loading

the address of the index
"i"

3 ldr r2, [r7, #12] ; Loading
the address of z

4 add r3, r2 ; Set the
pointer to the i-th
element of confidence
score z

5 ldrsb.w r3, [r3] ; Loading of
the i-th element of z

6 sxth r3, r3 ; Extension
the i-th element of z to
a 32-bit

7 ldrsh.w r2, [r7, #30] ; Base
value loading

8 cmp r2, r3 ; Comparison
between base and the i-th
element of z

Figure 5: C and Assembly codes from the NNOM softmax
function.

modified the source code of the NNOM softmax function to force
its input (i.e., the logits) to follow a uniform distribution. The results
we obtained are highlighted in Figure 3b. This requirement is highly
recommended to mitigate the bias in the suboptimal solution of
Proposition 1 (i.e., template attacks, DLSCA), but not mandatory as
stated in Section 3.2.

4.3 Security Flaw
To validate the methodology introduced in Section 3.1, the NNOM
softmax function is targeted. We choose this implementation as it
is a common solution in the literature [20, 35, 51, 58]. Whereas tra-
ditional softmax function is defined by a normalization which maps
the logits (or the confidence scores) to a probability distribution fol-
lowing B (Z[8]) = 4Z[8 ]∑|Y|

9=1 4
Z[ 9 ] where Z[8] denotes the logits related to

the 8th class, the NNOM framework proposes an alternative to this
natural approach. In particular, instead of computing the exponen-
tiation of each logit as suggested in the classical softmax function,
NNOM captures the maximum value maxI from the vector of logits
Z. Then, all logits lower than (maxI − 8) are ignored, while oth-
ers are normalized following the function local_softmax_q7(). In
particular, Listing 1 is an extract of the C code source of the softmax
computation from NNOM. This portion searches the maximum
value from the vec_in vector which characterizes the vector of
logits Z.

For each element included in vec_in, the base value is updated if
its value is lower than the 8th element of vec_in (i.e., Z[8]). Listing 2
defines the assembly code which characterizes the “if”-condition
involved in line 5 of Listing 1. The logit Z[8] stored into the Flash
memory is loaded into register r3 (see line 5 in Listing 2). During the
load instruction, a side-channel attack can be performed to extract
information related to the targeted logit. In addition, the base value
is updated if the “if”-condition is respected. Therefore, when the
base value is loaded into register r2 (line 7 in Listing 2), leakages
could be observed on the current maximum value in vec_in. This
load instruction suggests the manipulation of some I8 values multi-
ple times which can make the leakage exploitation more practicable.
An noteworthy remark is that the side-channel attack considered
in this paper can be easily transferred from a DNN architecture to
another as long as local_softmax_q7 of NNOM is used as well as
the Nucleo-144.

We wanted to confirm our analysis of this security flaw by target-
ing directly for a signal associated with the value of logits. Figure 6a
represents the electromagnetic trace associated to the processing
of the softmax function for different logits. Figure 6b displays the
SNR for the first logit computed. As expected from our analysis
of Listing 1, the ratio between the signal associated to this vari-
able and the noise change during the execution time. This displays
the manipulation of the targeted variable in the assembly code.
Remark: readers have to notify that the scenario proposed in this
paper can be conducted on any type of DL implementation since
the manipulation of the logits occurs in the assembly code.

To validate our attack methodology, for each logit, a set of
1, 900, 000 EM traces of 31, 000 time samples is captured for the
profiling set, while 1, 000 traces are acquired for the attack phase.
To reduce the needs of computation, the EM traces are reduced
following the SNR peaks we obtained on each logit. In that purpose,
a threshold is configured for each logit such that all the time sam-
ples associated with a higher SNR peak are kept. The threshold is
defined in order to find the best trade-off between computational

(a) Electromagnetic trace of the
softmax execution.

(b) SNR associated with each
logit.

Figure 6: Preprocessing of an EM trace.
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time and leakage information. The results we obtained are defined
in Table 1. As mentioned in Section 2.5, other dimensionality re-
duction techniques such as PCA [4], LDA [17] or KDA [13] could
be used as suitable alternatives.

4.4 Evaluation of the Logit Extraction
To evaluate the logit extraction process, three attacks have been
conducted. All attacks have the same number of profiling traces on
the open sample D to build their sub-optimal solution to Propo-
sition 1. On the contrary, the number of attack traces used on the
targeted sample D∗ to achieve a similar average success rate, is
different from one attack to another. This metric will be used to
compare the efficiency of the three methods. First, template attacks
[15] are performed in order to assess the ability of Gaussian dis-
tribution to capture the dependencies between the targeted logits
and the EM traces. As such assumption can not hold in practice, we
evaluated a more generic solution which considers a broad family
of models: multinomial logistic regression. As suggested by Masure
et al. [44], this class of models defines the set of all polynomial
transformations such that a clear connection can be proposed with
template attacks. Finally, to get a full overview of the methodology,
MLPs are constructed in order to perform a deep learning-based
side-channel attack and recover the logits of the embedded neural
network. While the latter solution is beneficial from a performance
perspective, the lack of interpretability makes its configuration a
difficult task.

Template attack results. The template attacks are the naive solu-
tion when profiled attacks are conducted. The obtained results are
displayed in Figure 7a where each colour of a curve corresponds
to the success rate for a given logit (out of 10) as a function of
the number of traces used for the attack. Accordingly, the purple
curve corresponds to the success rate for 5th logit out of the 10
possible classes averaged on 10 independent experiments. For this
specific logit, 8 attack traces are required to successfully extract
(i.e., a success rate of 100%) the targeted logit value. From Figure 7a,
it can be also observed that after only 11 attack traces, the average
attack success rate is around 66%. In addition, while some logits are
recovered with a very small amount of traces (e.g., 8 traces for the
5th logit), others are not successfully retrieved (e.g., no successful
attack is obtained when the 10th logit is targeted). This observation
suggests that additional investigations can be conducted to improve
even more the performance of template attacks. An attacker could
increase the number of collected traces on the open sample D in
order to improve the profiling phase and build a better solution
to Proposition 1. Other setup configurations (e.g., dimensionality
reduction technique, SNR threshold) could significantly improve
the performance gain. The results we obtained illustrate the prac-
tical limitation of the template attacks. To mitigate this issue, an
attacker can use another technique based on multinomial logistic
regression in order to consider a less restrictive class of model.

Multinomial logistic regression results. To investigate the benefits
of this class of models, a simple MLP without hidden layers, nor
activation functions, is configured. Only an output softmax function
is used to solve the multiclass-classification problem. During the
profiling phase we used the traces collected onD and the associated

labels (e.g. the logits) to train the MLP via supervised learning using
the Adam optimizer [36]. This profiling process is conducted over
20 epochs such that the batch size (resp. the learning rate) is set to
512 (resp. 10−5).

In comparison with the template attack result, Figure 7b shows
a performance improvement when the multinomial logistic regres-
sion is considered. In particular, after 10 attack traces, the average
success rate is about 80%, and with this method all the logits are
extracted at least once, which was not the case with the template
attack. However, the attack on the 5th logit performs poorly in
comparison with other logits. Consequently, if an attacker wants
to follow the methodology introduced in Section 3, the wrong label
estimation will impact the generation of adversarial examples. Even
if some state-of-the-art results suggest that the knowledge of the
top-: logits is sufficient to generate adversarial examples [31, 32],
this scenario is not considered in the scope of this paper.

DLSCA results. Finally, the most generic solution consists in de-
signing a DNN model to approximate the best possible solution to
Proposition 1. We target the embedded system developed to solve
the classification problem on the MNIST dataset running on the
targeted device D∗, with another network trained on the EM traces
of the logit’s processing on the open device D. The MLP trained
on the traces of D∗ is composed of 3 hidden layers of 1, 000, 1, 000
and 100 neurons respectively and, in order to approximate non-
linear functions, each neuron uses the ReLU activation function.
The same configuration as for the multinomial logistic regression is
used (i.e., 20 epochs and a batch size of 512), whereas the learning
rate is adapted to 10−4. The results obtained with this setting are
observed in Figure 7c. Interestingly, when the DL technique is used
to extract the logits from the embedded neural network, all the
sensitive variables are retrieved within 5 EM traces. As expected,
this method offers the best performance compared to the others.

Through this process, it can be confirmed that an attacker can
perform side-channel attacks using a sub-optimal solution to Propo-
sition 1 to extract the logits from the embedded neural network.
Regarding the global complexity of the attack (� in Equation 1), the
attacker needs 5 ×<adv attack traces to create a given adversarial
example. In our experiment, we set<adv, the maximum number of
iterations to create an adversarial example, to 10, 000. Consequently,
if the generation of adversarial examples is possible, the total num-
ber of attack traces required to conduct an end-to-end attack is
50, 000 in the worst case3. However, it should be mentioned that,
sometimes, 10, 000 iterations are not sufficient to generate such
adversarial example using the ZOO framework. Consequently, the
total number of attack traces highly depends on the performance
of the adversarial example tool. The following section investigates
an end-to-end scenario of our proposition through the use of the
ZOO framework.

4.5 Evaluation of the Complete Attack
Once the extraction is performed using one of these methods, an
attacker can perform the generation of adversarial examples in a
black box setting using gradient-free frameworks. To validate this
3In practice, to defeat a protected cryptographic system, a side channel attack may
require millions of traces.
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(a) Template attacks (b) Multinomial logistic regression (c) Deep-learning based side-channel attacks

Figure 7: Success rate results on targeting NNOM softmax function. Each colour of a curve corresponds to the success rate of a
given logit (out of 10) as a function of the number of traces used for the attack.

statement, we use the open-source implementation of the ZOO
attack4 provided by [16] to attack our embedded model. Since this
framework uses the probability vector in the objective function, as
described in Section 2.4, we compute it with the extracted logits and
solve the optimization problem accordingly. We confront the results
of our attack with those obtained after white-box generation using
the Basic Iterative Method [37] from the Cleverhans framework
[45] on a substitute network. The substitute network is based on
the same architecture as the targeted network and we use the same
methodology as [48] and trained it using 10% of the training data
labeled by the embedded model. We evaluate the transfer rate, the
average distortion, and the average number of request, to generate
an adversarial example. Our results are included in Table 2.

The number of request necessary to produce an adversarial ex-
ample is much higher when using our framework. This is caused
by the profiling attack which needs requests to the system to ac-
quire the physical traces and build the model. The number of traces
for this phase is highly dependent on the implementation and the
surrounding noise. Since we are using optimization method in our
profiling phase, this number is highly experimental and could be
much lower for another hardware. However, the main advantage
of our framework is its genericity. Once the profiling phase is fin-
ished, an attacker will not have to fully retrain it while targeting
any models implemented using NNOM. On the other hand, to train
the substitute network, the malicious user will need to have access
to training data specific for each task and will potentially have to
retrain a substitute for each new targeted DNN. As expected, even
in an optimal case with a substitute based on the same architecture,
not all the white-box-generated adversarial examples are trans-
ferable with an average rate of 56%. Since ZOO directly uses the
targeted network, the generated examples are by definition directly
adversarial for this network. The high value in the distortion for
both frameworks seems to be due to the 8-bit quantization of the
input, which forces the perturbation to be larger to cause an impact.

With this design, we demonstrated that an attacker can extend ex-
isting state-of-the-art frameworks to generate powerful adversarial

4https://github.com/IBM/ZOO-Attack

Transfer rate (%) Average Distortion (L2) Number of request
Logits extraction and ZOO 100 7.54 1.9 · 106

Substitute network 56.61 5.80 6000

Table 2: Comparison between our framework and generation
on a substitute network.

examples in a black box scenario using our end-to-end methodol-
ogy. We only evaluated our framework with the ZOO attack and
against only a substitute network, as they are no other method,
to the best of our knowledge, that proposes a generation process
that does not require access to any internal or output values (log-
its, confidence score). In that context, the purpose of this paper is
to introduce a method to reduce the necessary assumptions. The
case of boundary attacks [10], which only use the output labels to
generate adversarial example, can even be considered for situations
where these labels are not directly known by the attacker. We leave
the comparison with boundary attacks, when access to the output
labels is possible, for future work, as well as evaluations on more
complex datasets.

5 CONCLUSION
This study has for purpose to prove that it is worth considering
side-channel and, more generally, physical attacks against DL imple-
mentation, in addition to software attacks. To do so, we demonstrate
the ability of an attacker to generate powerful adversarial examples
by breaking the black box assumption through the exploitation of
side-channel attacks against an embedded DNN. In particular, we
contribute to the state of the art by adding a side-channel extraction
of the logits to gradient-free adversarial example frameworks using
these values.

To validate our methodology, a practical scenario has been con-
ducted on a microcontroller implementing a denseNet with the
NNOM framework. Based on a code analysis, security flaws have
been identified and exploited in the NNOM softmax function and
the logit vector has been extracted, in the best case, within 5 attack
traces. We finalize our attack by combining our physical attack with
the ZOO framework for adversarial example generation, confirming
the complementarity between software and hardware attacks.

https://github.com/IBM/ZOO-Attack
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To further improve our contribution, some future works can be
suggested. Vulnerability in the softmax function can be studied
in some widely used open-source DL frameworks (e.g., PyTorch,
Tensorflow, FINN) or on more optimized hardware implementa-
tions (e.g., on FPGA). Further investigation on the attack can be
focused on the impact of a wrong logit estimation on the final attack
and on adapting it to perform non-profiled side-channel attacks,
which reduce the attacker’s capability. Finally, while the security
of embedded AI system is still a new research direction, finding
countermeasures against our contribution is crucial to make the AI
solutions more secure.
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